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ABSTRACT
New trusted computing primitives such as Intel SGX have shown
the feasibility of running user-level applications in enclaves on a
commodity trusted processor without trusting a large OS. However,
the OS can compromise the integrity of the applications via the
system call interface by tampering the return values. This class of
attacks (commonly referred to as Iago attacks) have been shown to
be powerful enough to execute arbitrary logic in enclave programs.
To this end, we present BesFS — a formal and provably Iago-safe
API specification for the filesystem subset of the POSIX interface.
We prove 118 lemmas and 2 key theorems in 3676 lines of CoQ
proof scripts, which directly proves safety properties of BesFS im-
plementation. BesFS API is expressive enough to support 17 real
applications we test, and this principled approach eliminates sev-
eral bugs. BesFS integrates into existing SGX-enabled applications
with minimal impact to TCB (less than 750 LOC), and it can serve
as concrete test oracle for other hand-coded Iago-safety checks.
1 INTRODUCTION
Existing computer systems encompass millions of lines of complex
operating system (OS) code, which is highly susceptible to vulnera-
bilities, trusted by all user-level applications. In the last decade, a
line of research has established that trusting an OS implementation
is not necessary. Specifically, new trusted computing primitives
(e.g. Intel SGX [59], Sanctum [29], PodArch [74], Bastion [19]) have
shown the feasibility of running user-level applications on a com-
modity trusted processor without trusting a large OS. These are
called enclaved execution primitives, using the parlance introduced
by Intel SGX — a widely shipping feature in commodity Intel pro-
cessors today. Applications on such systems run isolated from the
OS in a region of CPU-protected memory called an enclave; the
adversary model defeated by individual designs vary (see [28, 58]).
The promise of enclaving systems is to minimize the trusted code
base (TCB) of a security-critical application. Ideally, the TCB can be
made boiler-plate and small enough to be formally verified to be free
of vulnerabilities. Towards this vision, recent works have formally
specified and checked the interfaces between the enclave and the
CPU [30, 80], as well as verified confidentiality properties of an
application [77, 78]. One critical gap remains unaddressed: verifying
the integrity of the application from a hostile OS. Applications
are increasingly becoming easier to port to enclaves [13, 21, 73];
however, these legacy applications optimistically assume that the
∗ These joint first authors contributed equally to this work.
OS is benign. A hostile OS, however, can behave arbitrarily violating
assumptions inherent in the basic abstractions of a process or files,
and exchange malicious data with the application. This threat is
well-known, originally identified by Ports and Garfinkel as system
call tampering [65], and more recently discussed as Iago attacks [22].
A number of enclave execution platforms have recognized this
channel of attack, but left specifying the necessary checks out of
scope. For instance, systems such as Haven [13], Panoply [73],
Graphene-SGX [21], and Scone [12] built on Intel SGX have alluded
to syscall tampering defense as an important challenge; however,
none of these systems claim a guaranteed defense. One of the rea-
sons is that a hostile OS can deviate from the intended behavior in
so many ways, and reasoning about a complete set of checks that
suffices to capture all attacks is difficult.
In this work, we take a step towards a formally verified TCB to
protect integrity of enclaves against a hostile OS. To maximize the
eliminated attack surface and compatibility with existing OSes, we
propose to safeguard at the POSIX system call interface. We scope
this work to the filesystem subset of the POSIX API. Our main
contribution is BesFS— a POSIX-compliant filesystem specification
with formal guarantees of integrity, and a machine-checked proof
of its implementation. Client applications running in SGX enclaves
interact with a commodity (e.g., Linux) OS via our BesFS imple-
mentation, running as a library (see Figure 1). Applications use the
POSIX filesystemAPI transparently (see Table 1), requiring minimal
integration changes. Being formally verified, BesFS specifications
and implementation can further be used to test implementations of
existing platforms based on SGX and similar primitives.
Challenges & Approach. The main set of challenges in develop-
ing BesFS are two-fold. The first challenge is in establishing the
“right” specification of the filesystem interface, such that it is both
safe (captures well-known attacks) and admits common benign
functionality. To show safety, we outline several known syscall
tampering attacks and prove that BesFS interface specification de-
feats at least these attacks by its very design. The attacks defeated
are not limited to identified list here — in fact, any deviations from
the defined behavior of the BesFS interface is treated as a violation,
aborting the client program safely. To address compatibility, we
empirically test a number of real-world applications and bench-
marks with a BesFS-enhanced system for running SGX applications.
These tests show no impact on compatibility, which bolsters our
claim that the BesFS specification is rich enough to run practical ap-
plications on commodity OS implementations. The BesFS API has
only 13 core operations. However, it is accompanied crucially by a
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composition theorem that safeguards chaining all combinations of
operations, making extensions to high-level APIs (e.g., libc) easy.
The second challenge is in the execution of the proof of the
BesFS implementation itself. Our proof turns out to be challenging
because the properties require higher-order logic (hence the need
for Coq) and reasoning about arbitrary behavior at points at which
the OS is invoked. Specifically, the filesystem is modeled as a state-
transition system where each filesystem operation transitions from
one state to another. A number of design challenges arise (Section 4)
in handling a stateful implementation in the stateless proof system
of Coq, and uncovering inductive proof strategies for recursive data
structures used in the BesFS implementation. These proof strategies
are more involved than those applied automatically by Coq.
Results. Our Coq proof comprises of 118 theorems and 3676 LOC
while our implementation of BesFS is 1449 LOC in size. We add
724 LOC for application stubs and compatibility with enclave code.
We demonstrate the expressiveness of BesFS by supporting 17 ap-
plications. We show that BesFS is compatible with state-of-the-art
filesystems. It is fully compatible with a large array of benchmarks
we tested. It also aids in finding implementation mistakes. We hope
BesFS serves as a specification for future optimizations and hand-
coded implementations to be tested against.
Contributions.We make the following contributions:
• We formally model the class of attacks that the OS can
launch against SGX enclaves via the filesystem API; and
develop a complete set of specifications to disable them.
• We present BesFS — a formally verified set of API imple-
mentations which are machine-check for their soundness
w.r.t. API specifications. Our auto-generated run-time mon-
itoring mechanism ensures that the runs of the concrete
filesystem stay within the envelope of our specification.
• We prove 118 lemmas and 2 key theorems in 3676 lines
of CoQ proof scripts and evaluate correctness, compatibil-
ity and expressiveness of BesFS over a set of 17 applica-
tions from real-world programs from SPEC CINT 2006 and
filesystem benchmarks to eliminate several bugs.
2 PROBLEM
There has been long-standing research on protecting the OS from
user-level applications [45]. In this work, the threat model is re-
versed; the applications demand protection from the OS kernel. We
briefly review the specifics of Intel SGX, on which our system is
built, and highlight the need for a formal approach to safety.
2.1 Background & Setup
Intel SGX provides a set of CPU instructions which can protect
selected parts of user-level application logic from an untrusted op-
erating system. Specifically, the developer can encapsulate sensitive
logic inside an enclave. When the hardware starts to execute the
enclave, it creates a protected virtual address space for the enclave.
The CPU allocates protected physical memory from Enclave Page
Cache (EPC) that backs the enclave main memory; and its content is
encrypted in the main memory (RAM). Only the owner enclave can
access its EPC pages at any point during execution. The hardware
does not allow any other process or the OS to access or modify
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Figure 1: BesFSOverview. Thick black and dotted outline rep-
resents trusted and untrusted components respectively.
code and data inside the enclave’s boundary. Interested readers can
refer to [28] for full details.
Due to the strict memory protection, unprotected instructions
such as syscall are illegal inside the enclave. However, the appli-
cation can use out calls (OCALLs) to executes system calls outside
the enclave. The enclave code copies the OCALL parameters to the
untrusted partition of the application, which in turn calls the OS
system call, collects the return values and passes it back to the en-
clave. When the control returns to the enclave, the enclave wrapper
code copies the syscall return values such as buffers from the un-
trusted memory to the protected enclave memory. This mechanism
facilitates interactions between the enclave and non-enclave logic
of an application. Almost all enclave applications need to dispatch
OCALLs either for standard APIs such as syscalls or for application-
specific operations. To save developer time, the Intel’s Software
Development Kit for SGX (SGX SDK [3]) provides a boilerplate
code and tools to generate the OCALL wrapper code. The developer
can provide the type signature for the function call, and the SDK
generates the wrapper code and switch-case from the type-based
templates (using Edger8r tool [2]).
Enclaves ensure that the control from untrusted execution re-
turning inside the enclave enters at the right entry points via the
ENCLU[EENTER] and ENCLU[ERESUME] instructions [59]. This safety
mechanism prevents the OS from resuming the enclave at arbitrary
points and execute arbitrary sequences of logic inside the enclave.
All the OCALLs have to use ENCLU[ERESUME] instruction to re-enter
the enclave. For simplicity, SGX SDK consolidates all entry and exit
points of the enclave into just a few selected locations. The SGX
SDK internally creates a large switch-case statement for handling
of different OCALLs and ECALL exits and entries respectively. To this
end, the SGX SDK provides a helper function sgx_ocall which
wraps the usage of ENCLU [ERESUME] instruction. It takes in the
number of the OCALL as a parameter and uses it to select the right
switch case. When the OCALL returns, the same number is used to
un-marshal the return values.
Syscall Parameter Tampering. This is a broad class of attacks
and has been inspected in various aspects by Ports andGarfinkel [65];
a specific subclass of it is called as Iago attacks [22]. Ports-Garfinkel
first showed system call tampering attacks for various subsystems
such as filesystem, IPC, process management, time, randomness and
I/O. For file content and metadata tampering attacks, their paper
suggested defenses such as maintaining protection metadata such
as a secure hash for pages in the file along protected by MAC and
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freshness counter stored in the untrusted guest filesystem. For file
namespace management they proposed using a trusted, protected
daemon to maintain a secure namespace which maps a file’s path-
name to the associated protection metadata. This way, verifying
if OS return values are correctly computed would be easier than
undertaking to compute them. An added benefit is that the TCB
of such a trusted monitoring mechanism for the untrusted kernel
is smaller. The recent work on Iago attacks shows a subclass of
concrete attacks on these interfaces thus highlighting that verifica-
tion of return values is non-trivial for complex kernel tasks such
as managing virtual memory. Iago attacks demonstrate that verify-
ing return values may require the supervisor to have a complete
understanding of a kernel’s memory management algorithms and
data structures. In this paper, our focus is on the filesystem subset.
Further, we concentrate mainly on enclave-like systems, but our
work applies equally well to other systems [27, 41].
Threat to Existing Systems.Note that all systems such asHaven [13],
Scone [12], Panoply [73], Graphene-SGX [21] which use either SDK
or hand-code OCALL wrappers must address syscall parameter tam-
pering attacks. All the systems are upfront in acknowledging this
gap and employ ad-hoc checks for each API to address a subset of
attacks. See Appendix A.1 for the informal claims made by prior
works. Integrity preserving filesystems [9] and formally testing if
a filesystem abides by POSIX semantics [66] are a stepping stone
towards our goal, but their designs do not reason about intentional
deviations by the untrusted OS.
2.2 Attacks
We demonstrate two representative attack capabilities on state-of-
the-art enclave systems to motivate why a provable implementation
(down to the details) is important: (a) executing arbitrary code inside
the enclave using low-level memory exploits [22, 52] (b) subverting
the integrity of the enclave operation by violating the high-level
syscall semantics [65].
1 //enclave.c
2 char* buf = malloc(sizeof(char) * 100);
3 int status = ocall_fread(buf, 100, 1, fd);
4 //update buf
5 status = ocall_fwrite(buf, 100, 1, fd);
6 }
7 //ocall-helper.c
8 sgx_status_t SGX_CDECL ocall_fread(size_t* retval, void* ptr, size_t size,
size_t nmemb, FILE ..) {
9 ...
10 ms->ms_size = size;
11 ms->ms_nmemb = nmemb;
12 ms->ms_FILESTREAM = FILESTREAM;
13 status = sgx_ocall(FREAD, ms); //FREAD is pragma for fread in switch case
14 if (retval) *retval = ms->ms_retval;
15 if (ptr) `memcpy((void*)ptr, ms->ms_ptr, _len_ptr);`
16 sgx_ocfree();
17 return status;
Listing 1: Intel SGX SDK’s enclave OCALLmechanism.
Low-level Attacks. Listing 1 shows an example of OCALL mecha-
nism for fread call generated by the Intel SGX SDK [3]. At line 13
the enclave wrapper code calls the untrusted fread function which
executes outside the enclave. The results generated by the fread
call are copied into the enclave on line 15. The onus of checking
the buffer sizes of such untrusted OCALL return values lies on the
enclave wrapper code. In our example, line 15 has a buffer over-
flow in the read system call because the SDK leaves such checks
to be implemented by the client application by definition. As re-
cently demonstrated, this buffer overflow can be used to corrupt
the enclave stack and launch expressive attacks such as ROP on
the enclave logic [52]. The OS can also leverage more sophisticated
attacks such as data-corruption [42] to overwrite the OCALL num-
ber inside the enclave memory during un-marshaling. With such a
corruption, the OS can fake a return from of a different system call.
Once the OS jumps to the right OCALL return inside the enclave, the
enclave starts executing the logic following the wrong OCALL return.
In fact, the OS can chain enough of such OCALL return gadgets to
program arbitrary logic, depending on client logic [43, 52].
High-level Attacks. Consider an application where the enclave is
executing an anti-virus scan which white-lists user files. Listing 2
shows a code snippet of such an enclave function. It reads in the
names of the suspicious files (line 4) and opens each file (line 8).
The function inspect on line 9 then checks the signature of the
file against a white-list and returns a value 0 or 1. The enclave then
creates a new report file for logging results for each scanned file
(line 12). If the file is marked benign the enclave writes safe to the
.log file (line 13), else it writes malicious (line 14). The enclave is
supposed to protect the signature files, ensure complete inspection
of the suspicious files and safe logging of the scan results. However,
a malware-infected OS might deviate from the expected filesystem
semantics and cause the malware file to be falsely white-listed in
the following ways:
1 char list[MAXBUFSIZ], logname[BUFSIZ];
2 FILE* l, fd, logname;
3 l = `fopen` ("list_of_suspicious_files", r);
4 int err = `fread` (l, list, ... );
5 if (!err) {
6 //process each new line entry in the list
7 for (f = getline(list)) {
8 fd = `fopen` (f);
9 result = inspect(fd);
10 strcpy (logname, f);
11 strcat (logname, ".log");
12 log = `fopen` (logname);
13 if (result == 0) `fwrite` (log, "safe");
14 else `fwrite` (log, "malicious");
15 }
16 else
17 //report that scan was successful
Listing 2: Code snippet of client enclave logic for anti-
virus scanner to whitelist user files.
(A1) Paths & File Descriptor Mismatch. The OS can use the
wrong file paths, wrong permissions or wrong file names. In our
example, the OS can trick the enclave into believing that it is scan-
ning a different file on line 8 by opening say a safe file file4956
instead of a malicious file4444. This tricks the enclave to write
the scan results of the wrong file in the log and the OS succeeds in
marking the malicious file4444 as safe. Alternatively, the OS can
swap file descriptors on line 9 in order to redirect all file operations
to a file of its choice. So, on line 13 − 14 instead of writing "safe"
and "malicious" to file4956 and file4444 respectively, it can
swap the descriptors. Thus the enclave ends up marking the file
file4444 as safe.
(A2) Size Mismatch. The OS can violate the size requested in the
operations by increasing or decreasing the size of the buffers. For ex-
ample, on line 4, instead of returning ["file4956", "file4345",
"file1538"], the fread call returns ["file4956", "file4345"]
to bypass the checks for "file1538".
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(A3) Iago Attacks on File Content.Apart from simple parameter
tampering, the OS can do subtle attacks at the memory mapping
layer for file content. This includes (a) mapping multiple file blocks
of the same or different files to single physical block (b) read/write
content from/to the wrong offset or block (c) misalign the sequence
of file blocks in a file. In our example, the OS can mark any file
with any tag it wants by manipulating the file to block mapping
in the above ways. If the last file to be scanned is file4956 and
it is safe, then the enclave is about to write the tag safe in the
file file4956.log on line 13. At this point, the OS can map the
blocks of all the .log files to a single physical block. Thus, when
the enclave writes to file4956.log, the safe tag is written to all
the .log files. The OS can do similarly file-to-block manipulation
attacks as and when it desires to achieve arbitrary effects.
(A4) Error Code Manipulation. The OS can change the error
codes returned by the filesystem and force the enclave to take a
different control-flow path in its execution. In our example on line
4, the enclave checks if there was an error while reading the list of
suspicious files that it wants to scan. If the enclave encounters an
error, it simply reports that the scan succeeded (line 17), with zero
malicious file warnings. The OS can intentionally send the error
code indicating the file does not exist and thus bypass the checks
from line 6 − 15. Note that this attack is more than just denial of
service because the OS does return back an error value (so it does
not deny the service), but it misrepresents filesystem state.
We do not claim to be the first to showcase these attacks. Further,
our list of attacks is not exhaustive. They aremerely a representative
of the intractably large number of ways the OS can cheat, depending
on the logic of the client application. Thismotivates a strong defense
which not only strictly defines an acceptable behavior but also flags
all violations as potentially dangerous.
3 BESFS DESIGN
All the classes of filesystem API attacks covered in Section 2.2 stem
from the fact that the OS can deviate from its expected semantics.
This, in turn, leads to exploitable behavior inside the enclave.
3.1 Approach
Attacks on an enclaved application can arise at multiple layers of
the filesystem stack (Appendix A.2). Our choice of BesFS API to for-
mally proof-check is guided by the observation that the higher the
layer we safeguard, the larger the attack surface we can eliminate,
and the more implementation-agnostic the BesFS API becomes.
One could include all the layers including the disk kernel driver,
where content is finally mapped to persistent storage, in the enclave.
Enforcing safety at this interface will require simply encrypting/de-
crypting disk blocks with correct handling for block positions [51].
Alternatively, one could include a virtual filesystem management
layer, which maps file abstractions to disk blocks and physical page
allocations, in the enclave — as done in several LibraryOS systems
like Graphene-SGX [13, 21]. To ensure safety at this layer, the model
needs to reason about simple operations (reads, writes, sync, and
metadata management). Further up, one could design to protect at
the system call layer, leaving all of the logic for a filesystem (e.g.,
journaling, physical page management, user management, and so
on) outside the enclave. However, this still includes the entire li-
brary code (e.g. the libc logic) which manages virtual memory of
the user-level process (heap management, allocation of user-level
pages to buffers and file-backed pages). This is about 1.29MLOC in
glibc and 88 KLOC in musl-libc, for instance. Once we include
such a TCB inside the enclave, we either need to prove its imple-
mentation safety or trust it with blind faith. We decide to model
our API above all of these layers, excluding them from the TCB.
BesFS models the POSIX standard for file sub-system. POSIX is
a documented standard, with small variations across implementa-
tions on various OSes [66]; in contrast, many of the other layers
do not have such defined and stable interfaces. At the POSIX layer,
BesFSmodels the file/directory path structures, file content layouts,
access rights, state metadata (file handles, position cursors, and so
on). Specifically, BesFS ensures safety without the need to model
virtual-to-physical memory management, storage, specifics of ker-
nel data structures for namespace management (e.g., Linux inode,
user groups), and so on. BesFS is thus generic and compatible with
different underlying filesystem implementations (NFS, ext4, and
so on). Further, this choice of API reduces the complexity of the
proofs as they are dispatched for simpler data structures.
Solution Overview. BesFS is an abstract filesystem which ensure
that the OS follows the semantics of a benign filesystem i.e., the OS
is exhibiting a behavior which is observationally equivalent to a
good OS. This way, instead of enlisting potentially an infinite set
of attacks, we define a good OS and deviation from it is catego-
rized as an attack from a compromised or a potentially malicious OS.
Specifically, our definition of a good OS includes POSIX-compliance
and a set of safety properties expected from the underlying filesys-
tem implementation. We design a set of 13 core filesystem APIs
along with a safety specification. Table 1 shows this BesFS POSIX-
compliant interface, which can be invoked by an external client
program running in the SGX enclave. It has a set of methods, states,
and safety properties (SP1-SP5 and TP1-TP13) defined in Section 3.2.
Each method operates on a starting state (implicitly) and client
program inputs. The safety properties capture our definition of a
benign OS behavior. Empirically, we show in Section 6 that the real
implementations of existing OS, when benign, satisfy the BesFS
safety properties — the application executes with the BesFS in-
terface as it does with direct calls to the OS. Further, the safety
properties reject any deviations from a benign behavior, which at
least includes all the attacks outlined in Section 2.2.
The safety provided is proven to be compositional. First, the state
safety properties (SP1-SP5) ensure that if we invoke a BesFS core
API operation in a good (safe) state, we are guaranteed to resume
control in the application in a good state. Second, we show that calls
are chainable, i.e., the good state after a call can be used as an input
to any of the BesFS calls, through a set of safe transition properties
(TP1-TP13). This compositionality is crucial to allow executions of
benign applications which make a potentially infinite set of calls;
further, one can model higher level API (e.g. the fprintf interface
in libc) by composing two or more BesFS API operations.
Scope. BesFS aims strictly at integrity property; it does not claim
any guarantees about the privacy and the confidentiality of the file
operations. A number of side-channels and hardware mistakes are
known which impact the confidentiality guarantees of SGX [82, 84].
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Out of 118 lemmas in BesFS, only one lemma assumes the correct-
ness of the cryptographic operations. Specifically, BesFS assumes
the secrecy of its AES-GCM key used to ensure the integrity of
the filesystem content. Our lemma assumes that the underlying
cryptography does not allow the adversary to bypass the integrity
checks by generating valid tags for arbitrary messages. Further, we
assume that the adversary does not know the AES-GCM key used
by the enclave to generate the integrity tags.
3.2 BesFS Interface
BesFS interface is a state transition system. Specifically, it defines a
set of valid filesystem states and methods to move from one state
to another. While doing so, BesFS also dictates which transitions
are valid by a set of transition properties.
State. BesFS has a set of type variables (denoted in sans-serif font
type) which together define a state. Specifically, BesFS state com-
prises valid paths in the filesystem (P), mapping from paths to file
and directory identifiers and metadata (N ), a set of open files (O)
and the memory map of file content (M).
All file and directory paths that exist in the filesystem are cap-
tured by path set P, where Path represents the data type path.
P B {p | p : Path}
A directory path type can be specifically denoted by PDir, whereas
a file path type is denoted by PFile. We also define the Parent
operator which takes in a path and returns the parent path. For
example, if the path p is /foo/bar/file.txt, then Parent(p) gives
the parent path /foo/bar.
BesFS captures the information about the files and directories
via the node map N . Thus, BesFS associates an identifier to each
file and directory for simplifying the operations which operate on
file handles instead of paths. We represent the user read, write
and execute permissions by Permission. The size field for a file
signifies the number of bytes of file content. For directories, the
size is supposed to signify the number of files and directories in
it. For simplicity, BesFS currently does not track the number of
elements in the directory and all the size field for all the directories
is always set to 0. For a path p, we use the subscript notations
N(p)Id,N(p)perm, andN(p)Size to denote the id, permissions, and
size respectively.
N B Path↛ Id × Permission × Size
Each open file is tracked using O via its file id. O also tracks the
current cursor position for the open file to facilitate operations on
the file content. Given a tuple o in O, for simplicity, we use subscript
notations oId and oCur to denote the id and the cursor position of
that file.
O B {(fileId, cursor) | fileId : Id, cursor : N}
The file content is stored in a byte memory and each byte can be
accessed using the tuple file id and the specific position in the file.
M B Id × N↛ Byte
Thus, theBesFS state SBesFS can be defined by the tuple ⟨P,N ,O,M⟩.
The state variables cannot take arbitrary values, instead, they must
abide by a set of state properties defined by BesFS. For path set P,
BesFS enforces that the entries in the path set are unique and do
not contain circular paths [18, 20]. This ensures that each directory
contains unique file and directory names by the definition of a path
set. All files and directories in BesFS have unique identifiers and
are mapped by the partial function N to their metadata such as
permission bits and size. Formally, this is defined as:
dom(N) = P
∀(p,p′) ∈ P × P,p , p′ ⇒ N(p)Id , N(p′)Id (SP1)
All open file IDs have to be registered in the O. O can only have
unique entries and the cursor of an open file handle cannot take a
value larger than that file’s current size.
∀o ∈ O,∃p s.t. p ∈ P ∧ N(p)Id = oId (SP2)
∀(o,o′) ∈ O × O,oId = o′Id ⇒ o = o′ (SP3)
∀p ∈ P,o ∈ O,N(p)Id = oId ⇒ oCursor < N(p)Size (SP4)
The M does not allow any overlap between addresses and has
a one-to-one mapping from virtual address to content. The par-
tial functionM ensures this by definition. All file operations are
bounded by the file size. Specifically, the memory can be derefer-
enced only for offsets between 0 and the EOF. Any attempts to access
file content beyond EOF are invalid by definition in BesFS. Similarly,
the current cursor position can only take values between 0 and
EOF. We represent such invalid memory accesses by the symbol ⊥.
Formally, this is defined as:
∀f,∀o,∃p s.t. p ∈ P ∧ f = N(p)Id ∧ o < N(p)Size
⇒M(f ,o) , ⊥ (SP5)
State Transitions. BesFS interface specifies a set of methods listed
in BesFS API in Table 1. Each of these methods takes in a valid state
and user inputs to transition the filesystem to a new state. Thus,
BesFS interface facilitates safe state transitions. Formally, we repre-
sent it as τmi (S, S′,−→out), where τmi is the interface method invoked
on state S to produce a new state S′. The vector −→out represents
the explicit results of the interface. This way, BesFS enforces state
transition atomicity i.e., if the operation is completed successfully
then all the changes to the filesystem because of the operations
must be reflected; if the operation fails, then BesFS does not reflect
any change to the filesystem state. Formally,
−→outerror , ESucc
S = S′ τmi (S, S
′,−→out)
Safety Properties. BesFS satisfies the state properties at the initial-
ization. This is because the start state (Sinit) is empty. Specifically,
all the lists are empty and the mappings do not have any entries. So,
they trivially abide by the state properties in (Sinit). Once the user
starts interfacing with the BesFS state, we need to ensure that the
BesFS state properties (SP1-SP5) still hold true. Further, each inter-
face itself dictates a set of constraints – for example, a file should
be opened first in order to close it. Thus, such interface-specific
properties not only ensure that the state is valid but also specify the
safe behavior for each interface. Transition properties TP1-TP13 in
Table 1 specify the relation between type map, state and the state
transition in BesFS.
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TPi BesFS Interface Pre-condition Prei (, ) Transition Relation τi (, , S′)
TP1
fs_close (h : Id) ∃o, oId = h ∧ o ∈ O S′ = S[O/O − {o}] ∧ e = ESucc→ (e : Error)
TP2
fs_open (p : Path) p ∈ P ∧
S′ = S[O/O + {(N(p)Id, 0)}] ∧
e = ESucc∧
→ (h : Id, ∀o ∈ O, N(p)Id , oId h = N(p)Ide : Error)
TP3
fs_mkdir (p : Path, p ∈ P ∧ Parent(p) ∈ PDir ∧ S′ = S[P/P + {p}, ∧ e = ESuccr : Perm) N(Parent(p))W = True→ (e : Error) N/N⊕(p 7→ ⟨h, r , 0⟩)]
TP4
fs_create (p : Path, p ∈ P ∧ Parent(p) ∈ PDir ∧ S
′ = S[P/P + {p},
∧ e = ESuccr : Perm) N(Parent(p))W = True N/N
⊕(p 7→ ⟨h, r , 0⟩)]→ (e : Error)
TP5
fs_remove (p : Path) p ∈ PFile ∧
S′ = S[P/P − {p}] ∧ e = ESucc→ (e : Error) N(Parent(p))W = True
TP6
fs_rmdir (p : Path) p ∈ PDir ∧ ∀q ∈ P, Parent(q) , p ∧
S′ = S[P/P − {p}] ∧ e = ESucc→ (e : Error) N(Parent(p))W = True
TP7
fs_stat (h : Id) ∃o, oId = h ∧ o ∈ O ∧
S′ = S ∧
e = ESucc∧
→
(r : Perm, r = N(p)Perm ∧
n : String, ∃p,N(p)Id = h ∧ p ∈ PFile l = N(p)Size ∧l : N, e : Error) n = N(p)Name
TP8
fs_readdir (p : Path)
p ∈ PDir S′ = S ∧
e = ESucc∧
→ l : [Strinд], ∀n ∈ l , p + n ∈ P
e : Error)
TP9
fs_chmod (p : Path,
p ∈ P S′ = S[N/N⊙(p 7→ ⟨N(p)Id, r , N(p)size⟩)] ∧ e = ESuccr : Perm)
→ (e : Error)
TP10
fs_seek (h : Id, ∃o, oId = h ∧ o ∈ O ∧ S′ = S[O/O − {o} + {(h, l)}] ∧ e = ESuccl : N)
→ (e : Error) ∃p,N(p)Id = h ∧ l < N(p)Size
TP11
fs_read (h : Id, ∃o, oId = h ∧ o ∈ O ∧
S′ = S[O/O − {o} + {(h,oCur + l)}] ∧
e = ESucc∧
l : N)
→ (b : [Byte], ∃p,N(p)Id = h ∧ oCur + l < N(p)Size b =M(h,oCur), . . . ,M(h,oCur + l))e : Error)
TP12
fs_write
(h : Id, ∃o, oId = h ∧ o ∈ O ∧ S′ = S[O/O − {o} + {(h, l + blen)},
∧ e = ESuccl : N,
b : [Byte]) ∃p,N(p)Id = h ∧ l < N(p)Size M/M
⊙((h, l) 7→ b[0], . . . ,
((h, l + blen) 7→ b[blen])]→ (e : Error)
TP13
fs_truncate (h : Id, ∃o, oId = h ∧ o ∈ O ∧ S′ = S[N/N⊙(p 7→ ⟨N(p)Id, N(p)perm, l⟩)] ∧ e = ESuccl : N)
→ (e : Error) ∃p,N(p)Id = h ∧ l < N(p)Size
Table 1: BesFS Interface.MethodAPI, pre-conditions, transition relations and post-conditions. S′ = S[K/K ′] denotes everything
in S′ is the same as S, onlyK is replaced withK ′. In Column 4, the − and + symbols denote set addition and deletion operations.⊕
denotes new mapping is added and
⊙
denotes update of a mapping in relation.
3.3 How Do Our Properties Defeat Attacks?
Our state properties in Section 3.2 and transition properties in
Table 1 are strong enough to defeat attacks described in Section 2.2.
PathMismatch (A1a).BesFS state ensures that each path is uniquely
mapped to a directory or a file node. All methods which operate
on paths first check if the path exists and if so is the operation
allowed on that file/directory path. For example, for a method call
readdir("foo/bar"), the path foo/bar may not exist or can be a
file path instead of a directory path. SP1 ensures that file directory
paths are distinguished, are unique and are mapped to the right
metadata information. Subsequently, any queries or changes to
the path structure ensure that these properties are preserved. For
example, fs_create checks if the parent path is valid and if the
file name pre-exists in the parent path. When all the pre-conditions
are met, the corresponding state variables are updated (SP4).
File Descriptor Mismatch (A1b). Similar to path resolution, file
descriptor resolution is critical as well. Once the file is opened suc-
cessfully, all file-content related operations are facilitated via the
file descriptor. BesFS ensures that the file name to descriptor map-
pings are unique and are preserved while the file is open. Further,
BesFS maps any updates to the metadata or file content via the file
descriptor in such a way that it can detect any mapping corruption
attempts from the OS (SP5).
Size Mismatch (A2). BesFS’s atomicity property ensures that the
filesystem completely reflects the semantics of the interface dur-
ing the state transition. Our file content specific operations have
properties which ensure that BesFS performs the operation on the
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entire size specified in the input. The post-conditions of fs_read,
fs_write and fs_truncate reflect this in Table 1.
File Content Manipulation (A3). The unique mapping property
(SP5) of M ensures that the OS cannot reorder or overlap the
underlying pages of the file content.
Error Code Manipulation (A4). All violations of state or transi-
tion properties during the execution of the interface correspond to
a specific error code. Each of these error codes distinctly represents
which property was violated. For example, if the user tries to read
using an invalid file descriptor, the SP3 and TP11 properties are
violated and BesFS return an eBadF error code. All error types in
BesFS map to standard error codes in the POSIX API specification.
If there are no violations and the state transition succeeds, BesFS re-
turns the new filesystem state and a ESucc error code. Since BesFS
interface performs its own checks to identify error states, so the
enclave does not rely on the OS to return the right error codes. This
way, we ensure that the OS cannot manipulate the enclave logic by
returning wrong error codes.
3.4 BesFS Implementation
BesFS defines a collection of data structures that are sufficient to
capture the filesystem state and completely model the interfaces
in Section 3.2. We build BesFS types by using pre-defined types
built from ascii, list, nat, bool, set, record, string, map and
by composing or induction over one or more types in standard Coq
libraries. We give their simplified definition below.
f B N d B N
Pg B [Byte]Pg_Size Pmn B W × R × E
Mta B Pmn × N PgId B N
Fda B Str ×Mta × [PgId] Dda B Str ×Mta
T B File: f | Dir: d × [T] O B [f × N]
All files and directories in BesFS have ids f and d respectively. These
ids are mapped to the corresponding file and directory nodes Fda
and Dda. Specifically, Fda stores the file name, permissions and all
the pages that belong to this file and the size of the file; Dda stores
the directory name, permission bits, and the number of files and
directories inside it. The BesFS filesystem layout T stores the f and
d in a tree form to represent the directory tree structure. The list of
open file handles O stores tuples of f and cursor position. Lastly,
each page is a sequence of Pg_Size bytes which is typical size of
a page 1 and has a unique page number PgId. Finally, the entire
filesystem memory is stored as a list of pages v. In summary, BesFS
implementation represents its filesystem state as below:
Fsys B (t : T, h : O, v : [Pg], F : f→ Fda,D : d→ Dda)
Our BesFS implementation must satisfy the state properties SP1-
SP5 and transition properties TP1-TP13 we outlined in Section 3.2.
We discuss how we achieve this for each data structure. Table 2
summarizes the invariants for our data structure implementation.
Virtual Memory (M). The filesystem memory is represented by
a set of virtual memory pages such that each page is a sequence of
Pg_Size bytes and is represented by a unique page id PgId. Unallo-
cated pages are marked as free in the pool. Each file comprises an
1We set the page size (Pg_Size) to 4096 bytes.
Virtual
Memory M ∀i j, i , j ⇒ F(i)[2] ∩ F(j)[2] = ∅
Files &
Directories N
Fids(File: i) B [i]
Fids(Dir: i s) B Fids(s[1]) + · · · + Fids(s[n])
Dids(File: i) B []
Dids(Dir: i s) B [i] + Dids(s[1]) + · · · + Dids(s[n])
Layout &
Paths P
TreeName(File: i) B F(i)[0]
TreeName(Dir: i s) B D(i)[0]
NoDupName(t : T) B ∃ i, t = File: i ∨
∃d s, t = Dir: d s ∧ (∀i, NoDupName(s[i]))∧
(∀ij, i , j ⇒ TreeName(s[i]) , TreeName(s[j]))
NoDup([. . . si . . . sj . . . ]) B ∀i j, i , j ⇒ si , sj
Open file
handles O
Ids([. . . , (fi ,pi ), . . . , (fj ,pj ), . . . ] : O) B [. . . , fi , . . . , fj , . . . ]
NoDup(Ids[. . . si . . . sj . . . ]) B ∀i j, i , j ⇒ si , sj
Table 2: BesFS data structures invariants from Section 3.4.
ordered sequence of pages allocated from a pool of free pages. One
page can belong only to a single file. This ensures that no two files
have overlapping page memory.
Files & Directories (N ). Each file’s information including file
name, the current size of the file, permission bits of the file is
stored in a file node Fda. Each file’s content is a sequence of bytes,
partitioned into uniformly sized pages. This content is tracked by
keeping an ordered list of virtual memory page ids [PgId ]. For
example, the first id in a file node’s page list points to the exact
page in the virtual memory where the first n bytes of the page
are stored. BesFS also maintains a map F which associates each
file node Fda with a unique file identifier f. Similar to file nodes,
BesFS also has directory nodes Dda to track directory information
such as names and permissions. Each directory is associated with a
unique directory id d. The directory map D tracks the one-to-one
relationship between ids and nodes.
Layout & Paths (P). BesFS tracks the paths for all files and di-
rectories via a tree layout T. Each node in the tree can be a file
node id f or a directory node id d. Files are leaf nodes. On the other
hand, each directory, in turn, can have its own tree layout. Note
that BesFS does not allow cycles in the tree layout. Also, each level
of the layout tree has non-duplicate directory and file names.
Open File Handles (O). Each open file has a file handle which is
allocated when the file is first opened. The file handle comprises the
file id f and the current cursor position for that file. BesFS tracks all
the list of open files via the open file handles list O. All operations
on an open file are done via its file handle. When the file is closed,
the file handle is removed from the list. Further, the O list cannot
have any duplicate f because each open file can have only one
handle.
Error Codes. In cases where the filesystem cannot complete the
operation successfully, the enclave should receive the right error
code to know the exact reason for failure. BesFS models a subset of
15 error codes as specified by POSIX. This ensures that the attacker
cannot alter the enclave’s behavior by via error codes.
Good State. BesFS must satisfy all the data structure invariants in
Table 2 before and after any interface invocation to be in a good
state. We can summarize a state as good if the following holds true:
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NoDupName(t) ∧ NoDup(Fids(t)) ∧ NoDup(Dids(t)) ∧
NoDup(Ids(h)) ∧ ∃d s s.t. t = Dir: d s ∧
∀i j, i , j ⇒ F(i)[2] ∩ F(j)[2] = ∅
Known Limitations. BesFS implementation does not support a
small set of filesystem operations such as symbolic links, file-backed
mapping, shared files, and rename because they violate our safety
properties. We have consciously decided to not support these func-
tionalities in our first version of BesFS to maintain simplicity. How-
ever, there is no fundamental limitation in extending BesFS specifi-
cation and proofs to a broader set of file operations in the future.
4 BESFS SAFETY PROOF
The key theorems for our BesFS implementation are that the func-
tions meet our interface specifications. For each method of our
interface, we must prove that the implementation satisfies the state
properties (SP1-SP5) from Section 3.2 and the transition properties
(TP1-TP13) outlined in Table 1. We assume BesFS is running on a
hostile OS that can take any actions permitted by the hardware.
Theorem 4.1 (State Transition Safety). Given a good state
S satisfying prei , then if we execute fi to reach state S
′, then S′ is
always a good state and relation between S and S′ is valid according
to the transition relation τi :
∀S, S′, i . S |= SP1–SP5 ∧ prei (S) ∧ S
fi
{ S′ ⇒
τi (S, S′) ∧ S′ |= SP1–SP5
We can verify sequences of calls to our functions by inductively
chaining this theorem. Our second theorem states that the state
property is preserved for a composition of any sequence of interface
calls. We close the proof loop with induction by starting in a good
initial state and using Theorem 4.1 to show that amethod invocation
in BesFS always produces a good state for a sequential composition
of transitions. The proof is dispatched using the Coq proof assistant.
Theorem 4.2 (Compositional Safety). Given a good initial state
S0 subject to a sequence of transitions τm1 , . . . ,τmn always produces
a good final state Sn :
S0 |= SP1–SP5 ∧ S0
fm1{ S1 ∧ S1
fm2{ S2 ∧ · · · ∧ Sn
fmn{ Sn ⇒
τm1 (S0, S1) ∧ τm2 (S1, S2) ∧ . . . ∧ τmn (Sn−1, Sn ) ∧
Sn |= SP1–SP5
4.1 Coq Proof Assistant
As one can readily see, our implementation uses recursive data
structures, and its state properties require second-order logic. For
example, in the BesFS filesystem layout T in Section 3.4 is defined
represented mutually recursively in terms of a forest (a list of trees).
This motivates our choice of Coq, an interactive proof assistant sup-
porting calculus of inductive constructions. Coq allows the prover
to write definitions of data structures and interface specification in
a language called Gallina, which is a purely functional language.
The statements of the theorems are written in Galina as well. The
proofs of the statement, called proof scripts are written in a language
called Ltac. Ltac makes writing proofs less tedious as it supports
a library of “tactics”, or one-line commands that encode standard
proof strategies.
The Coq system performs two operations with proof scripts.
First, it mechanically checks that the proof script entails the state-
ment of the theorem. If the proof cannot go through, it interacts
with the prover by showing parts of the proof that are not complete
as “holes”, prompting the human prover to provide a proof script
for each hole. Second, after the entire proof is checked, the proof
script is converting to a Gallina program. The type of that program
is the statement of the theorem. Coq proof system embodies the
Curry-Howard correspondence between typing and programming,
enabling rich statements to be written as mathematic types [64].
Gallina. Gallina is a functional programming language similar to
OCaml and Haskell. The following code listing shows Gallina code
snippet for the implementation of write method. It starts with the
keyword Definition. It can be split into two parts: the signature
(arguments and return type separated by colon) before := and the
body after :=. Most part of the code is self-explanatory; so, we turn
attention to specific features of Gallina for readers. In line 2, the
return type State FSState ErrCode indicates that we adopt the
state monad to ease the state passing coding style [63, 81]. Lines 3
and 13 can be seen as getting and setting actions of the state. They
are classical syntactic sugar in monadic style programming: the fs
is not a variable but an argument representing the state. On line 10,
the action externalCall actually does 4 tasks: increase the global
counter retrieved from the state, perform the external call with the
global counter as the additional argument, append logs to the state
and put back the new counter to the state.
1 Definition fs_write (fId: Fid) (buf: string)
2 (pos: nat) : State FSState ErrCode :=
3 do fs <- getFS;
4 let opos := find (fun x => (fst x) =? fId) fs.(open_handles) in
5 match opos with
6 | None => return_ eBadF
7 | Some _ => ...
8 do err <- externalCall (Call_VLSeek fId (pos_to_vpage pos)) (v_lseek fId
(pos_to_vpage pos));
9 if (isNotSucc err) then return_ err else ...
10 putFMap ... >>
11 end.
Ltac Language. Ltac allows the programmer to write lemmas,
which have a representation in Gallina. In the following code list-
ing, we can see the statement is written in Gallina, which actually
declares a program whose type is the statement of the lemma. The
script called tactics between Proof and Qed is written in Ltac. Dur-
ing the interactive development, human provers can see the effect
of each tactic on the proof goals and finally prove it by trial and
error. From the perspective of Coq, those tactics guide it to con-
struct a programwritten in Gallina, then Coqwill check whether its
type is the statement after Lemma, we call this step as “mechanized
verification”. We also prove helper lemmas to simplify proofs.
1 Lemma fs_write_ok: forall fId buf pos fs err fs',
2 (err, fs') = fs_write fId buf pos fs -> good_file_system (fsFS fs) ->
3 (~ In fId (map fst (openhandleFS fs)) /\ ...) \/ ...
4 (... /\ In (fId, ...) (openhandleFS fs') /\
5 (forall id, id <> fId -> (fMapFS fs) id = (fMapFS fs') id) /\ ...)
6 Proof.
7 intros. unfold fs_write in H. ...
8 - right. rm_hif_eqn H. 1: left; ...
9 + right. destruct p0 as ...
10 - left. inversion H. intuition..
11 Qed.
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4.2 Challenges
Purely Functional. The programming language provided by Coq
is purely functional, having no global state variables. However, the
filesystem is inherently stateful. So, we use state passing to bridge
this gap. The state resulting from the operation of each method is
explicitly passed as a parameter to the next call. If we explicitly
pass these state in each call, it is prone to clutter and accidental
omission; therefore, we define them as a monad. As we can see in
the definition of fs_write, the code is purely functional but it looks
like the traditional imperative program. The benefit of this monadic
style programming is that it hides the explicit state passing, which
makes the code more elegant and less error-prone.
While proof script checking, if Coq encounters a memoized ex-
pression for f (z), it will skip proving f (z) again. This is a challenge
because in a sequence of system calls the same call to f with iden-
tical arguments may return different values. Therefore, we have
to force Coq to treat each call as different. To implement this, we
introduce an implicit counter as an argument to all calls, which
increments after each call completes. For example, consider the
consecutive external calls read_dir, create_dir, and read_dir.
The two read_dir commands may read the same directory (the
same argument) but with different return values because of the
create_dir command. To reason about such cases, the real ar-
guments passed to the external calls contain not only common
arguments but also an ever-increasing global counter. Thus, in our
read_dir example, the two commands with original argument p will
be represented as read_dir(p,n) and read_dir(p,n + 1) so that Coq
will treat them as the different commands.
Atomicity. The purely functional nature of Coq proofs helps to
prove atomicity of each method call. In an enclave, the internal
state of the enclave is not accessible by the OS; so, in a way, the
enclave behaves as a pure function between two OS calls. This
allows us to prove atomicity directly. We structure the proof script
to check if an error state is reachable from the input state and
the OS returned values; if so, the input state is retained as the
output state. If no error is possible, the output state is set to the
new state. For concrete illustration, the write method illustrates it
progressively checks 5 conditions (1: Argument id is in the handler.
2: The specified position is correct. 3: It writes to the copied virtual
memory successfully. 4: The external call to seek succeeds. 5: The
external call to write succeeds.) before changing the state.
Non-deterministicRecursiveTermination.Gallina’s consistency
guarantees that any theorem about a Gallina program is consistent,
i.e., it cannot be both proven and disproved. Further, all programs
in Gallina must terminate, since the type of the program is the
statement of a theorem 2. Coq uses a small set of syntactic crite-
ria to ensure the termination. Gallina’s termination requirement
poses challenges for writing a BesFS implementation, which uses
recursive data structures. In most cases, the termination proof for
BesFS properties are automatic; however, for a small number of
properties, we have to provide an explicit termination proof. For
instance, the write_to_buffer does not admit a syntactic check
for termination, as there is a recursive call. To prove termination,
we show via induction that size of the input buffer strictly reduces
2A non-terminating program such as letf (x ) := f (x ) has an arbitrary type, and
hence any theorem is valid about it.
for each invocation of write. Effectively, we establish that there are
no infinite chains of nested recursive calls for that program.
Mutually Recursive Data Structures.Most of our data structure
proofs are based on the induction principle, and Coq always pro-
vides an induction scheme for each inductively declared structure.
The automatically generated induction scheme from Coq is not
always strong enough to prove for some of our properties. Specif-
ically, a key data structure in our design is a tree, the leaves of
which are a list of trees — this represents the directory and file lay-
outs (Section 3.2) — is the case. We provide an inductive statement
Tree_ind2 that is stronger than Coq-provided induction scheme
Tree_ind, shown in the following listing. Tree_ind is correct but
useless. We dispatch the proof by the principle of strong induction,
which is Tree_ind2. Our induction property uses Coq’s second-
order logic capability, as the following code listing shows that the
sub-property P is an input argument to themain property. A number
of specific instances of properties instantiate P in our full proof.
1 Tree_ind: forall P : Tree -> Prop,
2 (forall f : Fid, P (Fnode f)) -> (forall (d : Did) (l : list Tree),
3 P (Dnode d l)) -> forall t : Tree, P t
4 Tree_ind2: forall P : Tree -> Prop,
5 (forall f : F, P (Fnode f)) -> (forall (d : Did) (l : list Tree),
6 Forall P l -> P (Dnode d l)) -> forall t : Tree, P t
External Calls to the OS. In our proof, we assume that calls to
the OS always terminate to allow Coq to provide a proof. If the call
terminates, the safety is guaranteed; the OS can, of course, decide
not to terminate which constitutes as a denial-of-service attack.
Odds & Ends. Out of 118 lemmas, 75 of them are proved using
inductions while the resort of them are proved by logical deductions.
There are two kinds of inductions in our proofs: strong induction
and weak induction. Their difference is the proof obligation. For
example, in weak induction we need to prove “if P(k) is true then
P(k + 1) is true” while in strong induction it is “if P(i) is true for
all i less than or equal to k then P(k + 1) is true”. Our customized
induction principle for Tree is a typical strong induction. In all, we
proved 75 lemmas by induction of which 39 are by strong induction
and the rest 36 are by weak induction.
We do not implement the function get_next_free_page but en-
force that an implementation must satisfy the property that the new
page allocated by get_next_free_page is not used for existing files
and is a valid page (less than the upper bound limit). Similarly, for
functions new_fid and new_did we enforce the new ids are unique
to avoid conflict which is formally stated as new_fid(t) < Fids(t)
and new_did(t) < Dids(t) respectively. Note that we only give a
specification for allocating new pages and ids for files and directo-
ries because we do not want to restrict the page management and
namespace management algorithm. This way, the implementation
can use a naive strategy of just allocating a new id/page for each
request, employ a sophisticated re-use strategy to allocated previ-
ously freed ids, or use temporal and spatial optimizations for page
allocation as long as they fulfill our safety conditions.
5 COQ TO EXECUTABLE CODE
BesFS’s Coq definitions and proof script comprise 3676 LOC with
118 lemmas and 2 main theorems 3. The development effort for
3BesFS will be released at https://github.com/shwetasshinde24/BesFS
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Component Language LOC Size (in KB)
Machine-proved Implementation
Coq definitions & Proofs Gallina 3676 1757.38
Hand-coded Implementation
Implementation C 863 172.39
External Call Interface C 469 201.55
SGX Utils C 117 667.04
Total 1449 1040.98
Table 3: LOC for various components of BesFS.
BesFS was approximately one year man hours for designing the
specifications and proving them. Our proofs are complete with-
out any unproven axioms. Coq implementation has been machine
checked to prove the safety theorems. But we cannot execute the
Coq code directly inside the enclave. Currently, Coq supports au-
tomatic extraction to OCaml, Haskell, and Scheme [6]. In our first
round of evaluation, we extracted our Coq code to Haskell and
compiled it with GHC along with wrappers to tunnel the syscalls
to the underlying untrusted OS. This setup ran out of the box in a
non-SGX environment. However, we failed to execute our Haskell
compiled binary implementation inside SGX using existing systems
(e.g., Graphene-SGX [21] or Panoply [73]). Our investigation shows
that Graphene-SGX cannot support a simple hello-world Haskell
binary. This is because Graphene-SGX does not support a set of
syscalls (create_timer, set_timer, delete_timer) used by the
Haskell runtime. We attempted to add support for these system
calls, but they depend on sigaction handling which is not yet sup-
ported in Graphene-SGX.We ran into similar problems with OCaml
implementation of BesFS. Currently, no other publicly available
system supports Haskell, OCaml or Scheme run-time inside SGX.
In fact, all the current public system for SGX only support C code.
Thus, we have resorted to manual extraction from Coq-to-C. We
first convert Coq implementation to C manually by hand-coding
line by line from Coq-to-C. Our C implementation comprises of 863
LOC core logic and 586 LOC helper functions, totaling 1449 LOC.
Our Coq code leaves out the implementation of untrusted POSIX
calls. While executing the code inside the enclave, these calls have
to be redirected to an actual filesystem provided by the OS.
Our implementation can be integrated with any SGX frame-
work [12, 21, 73]. We tested Graphene-SGX as our first choice for
integration and checked if it can execute our unmodified bench-
marks inside an enclave. However, Graphene-SGX segfaults on our
a large subset of our benchmark. Next, we chose Panoply as our
underlying enclave-execution system [73]. We tunnel the POSIX
calls from enclave to the untrusted environment using Panoply’s
OCALL interface. By default, Panoply converts the application call
arguments to its own representation, makes the OCALL and converts
the return values to the data type expected by the application. For
example, Panoply has an internal representation of file descriptors
and directory descriptors. But the actual libc API invoked by the
application and implemented in the external libc library use file
pointers (FILE*) or integers for descriptors. Panoply maintains a
mapping between its own representation and the libc descriptors.
For adding BesFS support, we wrap the application calls and mar-
shal its arguments to make them compatible with BesFS interface
described in Section 3.2. Once Panoply collects the return values
from the external libc call, we unmarshal the return values and
give it back to BesFS. Our wrapper then performs its checks on the
return values and converts back the results to a data type expected
by the application. If BesFS deems the results as safe, we return
the final output of the API call to the application. Otherwise, we
flag a safety violation. We add a total of 724 LOC to the Panoply
code-base, which is within the realm of auditing. Readers can refer
to Appendix A.3 for the detailed breakdown of LOC.
Future work can certify the process of creating machine code
from our implementation. Existing certified compilers do not sup-
port extraction from Coq to enclave executable code; however, a
roadmap to this feasibility is discussed in Appendix A.4.
6 EVALUATION
Our evaluation goal is to demonstrate the following:
• BesFS safety definition is compatible with the semantics
of POSIX APIs expected by benign applications.
• Our API has the right abstraction and is expressive enough
to support a wide range of applications.
• The bugs uncovered in our implementation due to BesFS
formal verification efforts.
• BesFS can be integrated into a real system.
Experimental Setup. All our experiments were conducted on a
machine with Intel Skylake i7-6600U CPU (2.60GHz, 4 cores) with
12GB memory and 128MB EPC of which 96MB is available to user
enclaves. We execute our benchmark on Ubuntu 14.04 LTS with
Linux Kernel 4.2. We use Panoply to run our benchmarks in an
enclave, which internally uses Intel SGX SDK Linux Open Source
version 1.6 [4]. Our system uses ext4 [1] as the underlying POSIX
compliant filesystem for our experiments.
Benchmarks. We use the benchmark suite from FSCQ [25] — a
filesystem written and verified in the Coq proof assistant for crash
tolerance. It comprises applications to test each system call and
different sequences of filesystem operations on large and small files.
For testing BesFS on real-world applications, we use programs from
SPEC CINT2006 [5]. Panoply’s available case studies do not include
any of our benchmarks. So we port all 10 of our target benchmarks
to Panoply successfully. However, for our CPU bound benchmarks,
we were able to port 7/12 programs from SPEC. We were unable to
port the rest of the benchmarks because some programs from SPEC
(omnetpp, perlbench, xalancbmk) use non-C APIs which are not
supported in Panoply. Other limitations such as lack of support for
longjmp in Panoply’s SDK version prevent us from running the
gobmk and gcc programs. Our final evaluation is on a total of 17
applications: 7 programs from SPEC and 10 programs from FSCQ.
6.1 Expressiveness & Compatibility
BesFS maintains compatibility with 99.26% of the filesystem API
calls in our benchmarks. We empirically demonstrate that if the
underlying filesystem and OS are POSIX compliant and benign
then BesFS is not overly restrictive in the safety conditions. We
first analyze all filesystem libc calls made by our benchmarks for
various workloads using strace and ltrace respectively. We then
filter out the fraction of calls related to filesystem. Table 4 shows
the statistics of the type of filesystem call and its frequency for
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Libc
Calls
SPEC CINT 2006 FSCQ Totalastar mcf bzip2 hmmer libqu h264 sjeng single small large
BesFS Core Calls
close 3 0 5 0 0 4 0 5 4 2 23
open 6 0 5 0 0 2 0 6 4 2 25
mkdir 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
remove 0 0 6 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 10
stat 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 2
chmod 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
lseek 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 4 10
read 33 0 1 0 0 3 0 1 2 3 43
write 0 0 3 0 0 4 0 2 2 2 13
BesFS Auxiliary Calls
fread 0 0 3 68 12 1 0 0 0 0 84
fscanf 12 0 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 21
fwrite 0 0 4 84 1 4 0 0 0 0 93
fprintf 0 5 89 304 3 308 13 0 1 22 745
fopen 1 2 10 23 2 19 3 0 0 0 60
fseek 0 0 0 11 0 2 0 0 0 0 13
rewind 0 0 1 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 8
ftell 0 0 0 4 0 1 0 0 0 0 5
fgetc 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 3
fgets 0 3 0 47 0 0 0 3 0 0 53
Unsafe Calls
fsync 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2
rename 0 0 0 1 0 0 6 0 0 0 7
Total 55 10 130 554 19 363 22 18 14 37 1222
Table 4: Frequency of filesystem calls. Rows 3 − 11 and 13 −
22 represent the frequency of core and auxiliary calls sup-
ported byBesFS respectively. Rows 24−26 show the frequency
of unsafe calls for each of our benchmarks.
each of our 17 benchmarks. We observe a total of 1222 filesystem
calls comprising of 21 unique APIs. BesFS can protect 1213/1222 of
these calls. Table 5 shows how we support the remaining 12 calls
by composing using BesFS’s API.
Compositional Power of BesFS. BesFS directly reasons about 9
calls using the core APIs outlined in Section 3.2. We use BesFS’s
composition theorem and support all 21 set of auxiliary APIs that
have to be intercepted such that BesFS checks all the file operations
for safety. For example, fgets reads a file and stops after an EOF
or a newline. The read is limited to at most one less character
than size parameter specified in the call. We implement fgets
by using BesFS’s core API for read (see Table 5). Since we do not
know the location of the newline character, we read the input file
character-by- character and stop reading only when we see a new
line, end of file or the buffer size reaches the value size. Similarly,
when writing the content to the output file we already know the
total size of the buffer (e.g., after resolving the format specifiers in
fprintf) thus we write the complete buffer in one single call. Many
of the libc calls allow the application to specify flags in order to
decide what all operations the API must perform. For example, the
application can use the fopen API to open the file for writing. If the
application specifies the append flag ("a"), the library will create
the file if it does not exist, and position the cursor at the end of the
file. To achieve the same functionality using BesFS, we first try to
open the file, if it fails with an ENOENT error, we check if the parent
directory exists. If so, we first create a new file. If the file exists, we
open the file and then explicitly seek the cursor to the end of the
file. Thus, even if there exists a one-to-one mapping from BesFS to
libc APIs, we still have to use multipleBesFS APIs to realize the
semantics of various modes/flags supported by libc. We implement
and support a total of 16 flags in total for our 3 APIs which require
flags. Note that our implementation currently supports only the
Libc
API LOC
BesFS Core API used for composition of LibC API
fstat read open close seek create mkdir rmdir remove chmod readdir truncate write
read 7 ✓
fread 25 ✓
fscanf 34 ✓
fwrite 12 ✓ ✓
write 20 ✓ ✓
fprintf 15 ✓ ✓
fopen 78 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
open 60 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
fclose 9 ✓
close 17 ✓
fseek 31 ✓ ✓
lseek 39 ✓ ✓
rewind 5 ✓
creat 30 ✓ ✓
mkdir 25 ✓
unlink 21 ✓
chmod 23 ✓
ftruncate 5 ✓
ftell 12 ✓
fgetc 9 ✓
fgets 25 ✓
readdir 10 ✓
Table 5: Expressiveness of BesFS. Row represents a libc file
system API used by our benchmarks. Column 2 represents
the LOC added to implement the libc API. Columns 3 − 15
represent the 13 core APIs supported by BesFS. A ✓in a cell
represents that the BesFS API is used to compose libc API.
common flags used by applications. However, the support can be
extended to other flags if necessary for an application.
BesFS does not reason about the safety of the remaining 2 APIs
which amount to a total of 9 calls in our benchmarks. Although
BesFS does not support these unsafe calls, it still allows the en-
clave to perform those calls. Only 4/11 of our benchmarks invoke
at least one unsafe API. Importantly, these unsupported calls do
not interfere with the runs in our test suite and do not affect our
test executions. By the virtue of BesFS’s atomicity property, syn-
chronization calls sync/fsync/fdatasync have to be implicitly
invoked for the OS after each function call to persist the changes
by each call. We experimentally confirm that the program produces
the same output with and without BesFS, thus reaffirming that we
do not alter the program behavior because of our safety check.
6.2 Do Proofs Help in Eliminating Bugs?
We encountered many mistakes that our proof eliminates during
the development process as a part of our proof experience. They
highlight the importance of a machine-proved implementation.
Example 1: Seek Specification Bug. In at least two of our func-
tions, we need to test whether the position of the current cursor is
within the range of the file, in other words, less than the length of
the file. If the cursor is beyond the scope of a specific file, any fur-
ther operation such as read or write is illegal. In the early versions
of our Coq implementation, we simply put “if pos < size” as a
judgment. But during the proof, we found we cannot prove certain
assertions because we ignore the corner case: when the file is just
created with 0 size, the only valid position is also 0. In this sense,
the proof helped us to find a bug.
Example 2: Write Implementation Bug. The function write in
BesFS takes in pos as an argument, which represents the position at
which the buffer is to be written. In our initial Coq implementation
of write, we were using the name pos for the cursor stored in
the open handles (O). Thus, we had two different variables being
referred to by the same name. As a result, the second variable value
(the cursor) shadowed the write position. Due to this bug, our Coq
implementation of write was violating the specification for the
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argument pos. We uncovered it when our proof was not going
through. However, once we fixed the bug by renaming the input
argument, we were able to prove the safety of write.
Example 3: Panoply & Intel SGX SDK Overflow Bugs.When
Panoply makes fread and fwrite calls, it passes the size of the
buffer and a pointer to the buffer. The default Intel SDK generated
code is then responsible for copying the buffer content from the
enclave to the untrusted part for write or the other way around for
fread. BesFS piggybacks on the Panoply calls to read and write
encrypted pages. While integrating BesFS code in Panoply, our
integrity checks after read/write calls were failing. On further in-
spection, we identified stack corruption bugs in both fread and
fwrite implementations of Panoply. Specifically, if the buffer size
is larger than the maximum allowed stack size in the enclave con-
figuration file (greater than 64KB in our experiments), even if we
pass the right buffer size, the enclave’s stack is corrupted. To fix this
issue, we changed the SDK code to splice the buffer into smaller
sizes (less than 64KB) to read/write large buffers. After our fix, the
implementation passed BesFS checks.
Example 4: Panoply Error Code Bugs. POSIX specification for
fopen call states that the function shall fail with error code ENOENT
if a component of the filename does not name an existing file or
filename is an empty string. When we used Panoply’s fopen in-
terface to tunnel BesFS’s open call, Panoply did not return the
expected error code when the file did not exist. BesFS checks after
the external call flagged a warning of a safety condition violation.
This was because BesFS did not have a record of this file but the
external call claimed that the file existed. We investigated this case
and discovered that Panoply had a bug in its errno passing logic.
In fact, on further testing of other functions using BesFS, we found
7 distinct functions where Panoply’s error codes were incorrect.
6.3 Performance
BesFS is the first formally verified filesystem for SGX and perfor-
mance is not our primary goal. Future optimizations can use BesFS
API as an oracle for golden implementation. For completeness of
the paper, we report our preliminary performance measurements.
We observe average overhead of 16.22% for the 7 SPEC CINT2006
benchmarks with our highly unoptimized implementation. For the I
/ O intensive benchmarks the overhead is larger. Interested readers
can refer to Appendix A.5 for more details. There is ample scope for
SGX optimization using well-known techniques discussed in the
previous literature [12, 62, 83]. We outline a set of 5 optimization
strategies in Appendix A.6 for interested readers.
7 RELATEDWORK
SGX Attacks & Defenses. BesFS reasons about the integrity of
its filesystem APIs and relies on SGX’s integrity guarantees from
the hardware. It makes an assumption on the confidentiality prop-
erties of SGX only in one of its lemmas, assuming secrecy of a
cryptographic key. This design choice is an important one in light
of the many side-channels that have been discovered on the SGX
platform [16, 17, 26, 35, 38, 53, 57, 60, 70, 72, 82, 84] and more re-
cently hardware mistakes in speculative execution [49, 56]. BesFS
assumes that the hardware is securely implemented, and is agnostic
to the defenses the enclave might deploy for ensuring confidential-
ity [15, 32, 36, 50, 67, 71, 79], on top of BesFS integrity properties.
Filesystem Support in SGX. Ideally, the enclave should not make
any assumptions about the faithful execution on the untrusted
calls and should do its due diligence before using any (implicit
or explicit) results of each untrusted call. The effects of malicious
behavior of the OS on the enclave’s execution depends on what
counter-measures the enclave has in place to detect and / or protect
against an unfaithful OS. Currently, the common ways to facilitate
the use of filesystem APIs inside an enclave are:
• Port the entire filesystem inside the enclave [7, 44].
• Keep the filesystem outside the enclave [21, 73]; and for
each return parameters, check the data types, bounds on
the IO buffers, valid value ranges of API specific values
such as error codes, flags, and structures.
• Implement a filesystem shield [12], such that the enclave
encrypts all the file data before writing it outside and de-
crypts the data being read.
All 3 methods help to reduce the attack surface of file syscall
return value tampering but do not provably thwart all the attacks
in Section 2.2. Appendix A.1 details how their claims lack formal
proofs of comprehensiveness. There are several other protected
filesystems designed to defend against an untrusted OS in a non-
enclave setting, but none of them are formally verified [41, 51].
Verified Guarantees for Enclaves. Formal guarantees have been
a subject of investigation in the context of enclaved applications.
Various efforts are underway to provide provable confidentiality
guarantees for pieces of code executing inside the enclave. Most no-
tably, Moat [78] formally models various adversary models in SGX
and ensures that the enclave code does not have any vulnerabilities
which leak confidential information. /Confidential [76] builds on
Moat to provide a narrow information release channel for enclaves
to reduce the attack surface. IMPe builds a type-system to provides
a strong non-interference-based information security guarantee for
enclave code [34]. All these efforts are towards confidentiality and
are orthogonal to BesFS’s integrity goals.
Another line of verification research has focussed on certifying
the properties of the SGX hardware primitive itself, which BesFS
assumes to be correctly implemented. Accordion [55] provides a
DSL and uses model checking to ensure that the concurrent inter-
actions between SGX instructions and the shared hardware state
maintain linearizability property [40]. Komodo [30] is a formally
specified and verified monitor for isolated execution which ensures
the confidentiality and integrity of enclaves. TAP [80] does for-
mal modeling and verification to show that SGX and Sanctum [29]
provide secure remote execution which includes integrity, confi-
dentiality, and secure measurement. However, the existing works
on verified filesystems cannot be simply added on top of TAP [80]
because they do not reason about an untrusted OS. BesFS is a layer
above the hardware abstractions provided by TAP and Komodo.
Filesystem Verification. Formal verification for large-scale sys-
tems such as operating systems [37, 48, 61, 85], hypervisors[8],
driver sub-systems [24] and user- applications [39] has been a long-
standing area of research. None of these works consider a Byzantine
OS, which leads to a completely different modeling of properties.
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Filesystem verification for benign OS, however, is in itself a chal-
lenging task [46, 47] and is well studied. This includes building
abstract specifications [11, 33, 69], systematically finding bugs [86]
and POSIX non-compliance [66] in filesystem implementations.
Apart from end-to-end verified implementations [9, 68], filesystems
are also built to provided crash consistency [14, 31], refinement [75],
recovery [25] and safety [23].
8 CONCLUSION
BesFS is a formal and provably Iago-safe API specification for the
file-system subset of the POSIX interface. We prove 118 lemmas and
two key theorems for safety properties of BesFS implementation.
BesFS API is expressive enough to support 17 real applications we
test and our principled approach eliminates several bugs.
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A APPENDIX
A.1 Defenses Against Iago Attacks in Existing
Systems.
Following are the verbatim quotes from the research papers of
existing systems, which do not make any concrete claims.
Haven.We use established techniques to correctly implement the
OS primitives in the presence of a malicious host: careful defensive
coding, exhaustive validation of untrusted inputs, and encryption
and integrity protection of any private data exposed to untrusted
code.
Scone. The enclave code handling system calls also ensures that
pointers passed by the OS to the enclave do not point to enclave
memory. This check protects the enclave from memory-based Iago
attacks [12] and is performed for all shield libraries.
Panoply. The shim library performs checks for Iago attacks, safe-
guarding against low-level data-tampering for OS services.
Graphene-SGX. Any SGX framework must provide some shield-
ing support, to validate or reject inputs from the untrusted OS. The
complexity of shielding is directly related to the interface com-
plexity: inasmuch as a library OS or shim can reduce the size or
complexity of the enclave API, the risks of a successful Iago attack
are reduced.
Ryoan. Ryoan allows files to be preloaded in memory, and the list
of preloaded files must be determined before the module is confined;
e.g., they can be listed in the DAG specification, or requested by
the module during initialization. Ryoan presents POSIX-compatible
APIs to access preloaded files that are available even after the mod-
ule is confined. Second, a confined module can create temporary
files and directories (which Ryoan keeps in enclave memory). When
the module is destroyed or reset, all temporary files and directories
are destroyed, and all changes to preloaded files are reverted.
A.2 Layers in Filesystem Stack
The higher the layer we safeguard, the larger the attack surface we
can eliminate, and the more implementation-agnostic the BesFS
API becomes. Figure 2 shows various layers where one can intercept
the filesystem operations for integrity checks with the application
being the topmost layer and the device driver is the lowest layer.
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Figure 2: Layers of the filesystem where the highest layer is
enclave application and lowest layer is the persistent device
storage. The dotted area shows the components within an
untrusted OS.
A.3 Implementation Details
Table 6 shows the detailed break down of LOC added for adding
support for each BesFS API in Panoply.
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Test Time (usec) OverheadPanoply BesFS + Panoply
multicreate 517264 939727 0.8x
multiwrite 424193 1025797 1.4x
multiread 1007232 4756286 3.7x
multicreatewrite 245901 1578016 5.4x
multiopen 668430 2868140 3.3x
multicreatemany 21607 102655 3.8x
Table 7: Single syscall Performance. Execution time for FSCQ
single syscall benchmarks in Panoply and BesFS.
BesFS
API
Name
BesFS Panoply
TotalTrusted Trusted Untrusted
Custom Custom Auto Custom Auto
close 13 4 16 1 3 37
create 33 4 28 1 3 69
open 63 13 13 1 3 93
mkdir 28 4 28 1 3 64
remove 5 4 27 1 3 40
rmdir 5 4 27 1 3 40
stat 1 4 40 1 3 49
readdir 12 4 16 2 3 37
chmod 26 4 28 1 3 62
lseek 11 4 18 1 3 37
read 8 39 30 4 3 84
write 12 39 29 2 3 85
ftruncate 2 4 17 1 3 27
TOTAL 219 131 317 18 39 724
Table 6: LOC for implementing BesFS APIs in Panoply. Col-
umn 1 represents the code wrapper code to integrate BesFS
implementation in Panoply. Column 3 − 6 represent the ad-
dition to Panoply for integration or fixing bugs. Custom im-
plies hand-written code and Auto implies that the code was
generated by Intel SGX SDK’s edger8r tool. The Trusted code
runs inside the enclavewhereasUntrusted code runs outside
the enclave.
A.4 Feasibility of Machine-checked Executable
Code
Note that our primary goal in this paper is not to generate certified
assembly code but to certify higher-level properties of BesFS imple-
mentation. Currently, BesFS only guarantees certified correctness
for itsCoq implementation. However, multiple projects have shown
that it is possible to extend certification all the way to assembly.
Thus, there are no fundamental limitations for certifying BesFS’s
machine code in the future. For our specific setup, one option is to
use a CertiCoq (Coq to C) and CompCert (C to assembly). Certi-
Coq [10] is a certified compiler from Gallina to CompCert C light.
CompCert [54] is a certified, optimized C compiler which ensures
that the generated machine code for various processors is efficient
and behaves exactly as prescribed by the semantics of the source
program. Thus, both these certified compilers can be composed
to give a certified Coq-to-assembly compiler which we can use to
certify our machine code for BesFS. We have contacted authors of
CertiCoq who report that the tool is under active development, not
available publicly, and cannot be used for our C implementation yet.
We believe that once CertiCoq is fully functional, BesFS can ensure
that its conversion from machine proved Coq implementation to
assembly code executing inside the enclave is certified end-to-end;
however, this is beyond the realm of demonstration today.
A.5 Performance
We perform the following measurements for our benchmarks:
(1) Enclaved execution in Panoply without BesFS checks.
(2) Enclaved execution in Panoply with BesFS checks.
All our results are aggregated over 5 runs. For non-I/O intensive
benchmarks (SPEC CINT2006) we observe an overhead of 16.22%
for the 7. For FSCQ benchmarks, our average overhead is 3.1× for
single syscall tests and 6.7× for large I / O workloads. Thus, BesFS
incurs an average of 3.3× CPU overhead compared to the baseline.
Our break down shows that a large fraction of BesFS’s overhead
is because of page-level AES-GCM encryption-decryption for pre-
serving integrity and system call latency in Panoply’s synchronous
OCALL mechanism. We present a set of optimizations for real world
applications so as not to incur excessive overhead.
Single-syscalls.We use the FSCQ micro-benchmark to measure
the performance of the I/O intensive calls in BesFS. Table 7 shows
the overhead of BesFS when a single system call is called multiple
times. The average overhead over 3.1×. We observe that read-write
operations incur a large overhead. Specifically, our read operation
is slowed down by 3.7×, while create+write is 5.4× slower. The
primary reason for this is that BesFS performs page-level AES-GCM
authenticated encryption when the file content is stored on the disk.
Thus, each read and write operation leads to encryption-decryption
and integrity computation of at least one page.
Large I/O Workloads. We test the performance of BesFS under
various file access patterns. We run all the tests in FSCQ with the
configuration of the block size of 8 KB, I/O transfer size is 1KB
and total file size to be 1MB. We perform 100000 number of each
type of operations on files. We observe an average overhead of
6.7× because of BesFS checks. FSCQ performs a series of sequen-
tial write, sequential read, re-read, random read, random write,
multi-write and multi-read operations. Figure 3 the bandwidth
for each of these operations. Sequential access incurs relatively
less performance overhead because they consolidate the page-level
encryption-decryption for every 4K bytes. Random accesses on the
other hand are more expensive because each read / write may cause
a page-level encryption-decryption. Since BesFS does not cache
any page content, re-reads incur the same overhead as sequential
read.
SPEC CINT2006 Benchmarks. We test 7 benchmarks namely
astar, bzip2, h264ref, hmmer, libquantum, mcf, sjeng from SPEC.
Each of these benchmarks takes in a configuration file and option-
ally input file to produce an output file. Figure 4 shows the perfor-
mance for each of these benchmarks. With our libc analysis in
Table 4, we also measure the frequency of each call per application.
Programs hmmer, href, sjeng, and libquantum have relatively less
overhead. On the other hand, astar, bzip2, and mcf exhibit larger
overhead. On further inspection, we notice that astar and mcf use
fscanf to read the configuration files. Thus, reading each character
leads to a page read and corresponding decryption and integrity
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Figure 4: Performance for SPEC CINT2006 Benchmarks.
check. Further, astar reads a binary size of 65 KB for processing. As
shown by our single syscall measurements (Table 7), reads are ex-
pensive. Both these factors amplify the slowdown for astar. bzip2,
and mcf output the benchmark results to a new file of sizes 274 and
32 KB respectively which leads to a slowdown. Specifically, bzip2
reads input file in chunks of 5000 bytes which leads to a 2-page read
/ write and decrypt/encrypt per chunk. Finally, libquantum has the
lowest overhead because it does not perform any file operations.
A.6 Optimizations
Note that we do not include any optimizations for caching or mem-
ory management at the moment. There is scope for improving
BesFS’s performance with various optimizations which are inde-
pendent of the BesFS safety properties.
(O1) Reduce OCALLs. When the applications invoke a protected
API, BesFS immediately relays the call to the OS. This results in
a lot of OCALLs. For example, we implement fgets using fgetc
because we don’t know beforehand how much buffer size we need
to read until we encounter a newline. This is safe but super slow
— each character read causes an I/O of 4KB. We can see the effect
of this in the mcf benchmark which reads character by character.
An alternative is to maintain a buffer inside the enclave which
reflects the changes, instead of doing an immediate BesFS call (and
hence an OCALL) for each operation. Then the accumulated changes
of batched calls can be flushed to the OS periodically. We can do
similar optimizations for writes.
(O2) Batch Processing. Since we integrate BesFS with Panoply,
we have to interface at the libc interface for tunneling the calls to
the untrusted OS. However, other systems such as Scone, Haven,
Graphene-SGX keep the C library inside the enclave and interface
with the OS purely at the syscall level. All modern C libraries (e.g.,
musl-libc, glibc, eglibc) have optimized the number of syscalls.
They do not invoke an underlying syscall for each libcAPI. Instead,
they batch as many I/O calls as possible to avoid expensive context
switches.
(O3) Optimized PageAllocationAlgorithm. BesFS ensures that
each page in the memory is being used only by a single file. Thus
when BesFSwants a new page, its lemma states that page allocation
algorithm should return an unused page. Similarly, when the page
is unallocated, BesFS states that no file should use that page after
allocation. To satisfy this lemma, BesFS implementation in Panoply
keeps a page bitmap, which is used for allocation and deallocation.
(O4) Optimized Block Alignment. Our current implementation
assumes a page of 4096 bytes. For each such page, BesFS uses the
first 4000 bytes to store the file content and the rest of the 96 bytes
for BesFSmetadata such as the integrity tags. Thus any single page
operation in an I/O intensive program, BesFS will incur a read
/ write (and hence decrypt/encrypt) of two pages. Applications
which do custom block alignment to tune their performance will
see an added slowdown. Our choice of BesFS page sizes was just
a design choice and is independent of any BesFS proofs. BesFS
proofs and implementation use a macro for these values, and if
required, the developer can change them to suit their requirements.
The developer can change the block size in the application to 4000
bytes.
(O5) Reduce OCALL Costs. Our current implementation is inte-
grated with Panoply, which does synchronous OCALLs. It has been
experimentally shown that asynchronous OCALLs are much faster
and can speed up the applications by an order of magnitude [12,
62, 83]. As long as the asynchronous call implementations obey the
syscall semantics enforced by BesFS, our implementation will work
out of the box with this optimization.
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